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Best slashers in nba 2018

OrlandoMagic.com's Josh Cohen ranks the top scorers so far this season. Click through this slideshow for full ranking and analysis. Note: The content of this gallery has not been reviewed or approved by the Orlando Magic and does not reflect the views of Magic's Basketball Operations staff, partners or sponsors.
Honorable Mentions Bryn Forbes – Tony Parker goes to Charlotte, Dejounte Murray tears his ACL during the pre-season and yet spurs do just fine with Forbes, a most improved Player Award candidate. The 25-year-old shoots 43 percent from the three-point range. John Wall – Out for the season with a heel injury after
playing in 32 games, Wall just hasn't been healthy the past two years. Although the 28-year-old's stats this year were nothing to sneeze at - 20.7 points and 8.7 assists per game - the Wizards didn't have good chemistry in the lineup. Chris Paul – Every player at some point declines, and it seems cp3 decline may have
started. Although the nine-time All-Star has faded a little, that doesn't mean he can't have a big impact in the playoffs. The Rockets sincerely hope that this recovery time will help him stay fresh for April and beyond. Eric Bledsoe – The ball is in Giannis Antetokounmpo's hands for the most part having favored Bledsoe,
who shoots nearly 50 percent from the field through 38 games. Mike Conley - The 31-year-old, who missed almost all of last season with a heel injury, has been one of the few bright spots for the Grizzlies, who have lost 12 of their last 15 games. D.J. Augustin – Among all the usual starting point guards, the Magic
veteran has committed the second-fewest turnovers and is only behind Stephen Curry and Forbes in 3-point percentage. Trae Young – Although he needs to get much better on the defensive and despite shooting only 29 percent from deep, the rookie's playmaking has been top-notch. Lonzo Ball – Such a good
defender, passer and rebounder, Ball has a chance to be a special player if he can become a more competent scorer. Spencer Dinwiddie - Arguably the sixth Man of the Year frontrunner, the 25-year-old - who inked a contract extension earlier in the year - has had several outstanding performances, including racking up
39 points against the Sixers on December 12. Justise Winslow – The move to point guard has helped Winslow and the Heat, who will be without Goran Dragic for a while as he recovers from knee surgery. So much stronger and more physical than the average point guard, the 22-year-old is certainly in the most improved
player conversation. Derrick Rose – One of the most heartwarming stories in NBA history, the former league MVP has had a huge bounce-back season when many thought his career was close to being over. Given that it's called NBA Live 19: The One Edition, it's no surprise that The One is the feature of this game. You
will be able to create a career in a number of different playing styles with your own customizable player, but first need to choose what type of player he or she will be. To start your career, click on the character selection option on the right side of your home screen. You then have to choose the type of player you want to
play with, and for this article we will focus on the slasher style of play. Slashers all start with the same basic skills. His or her layup and dribbling skills will both get a 74/95 rating, while passing, shot off the dribble, and mid-range shots will all start at 74/88. They also have a couple of characteristics that are specific to this
style of play. The first of these is pick and drive, an offensive feature that gives a small boost to your finishing when using a pick to run. The second is safe handles, which means that while dribbling the ball you get a slight endurance boost and a slight reduction in the chance of losing the ball. Once you have chosen your
style of play, you will be presented with a selection of three different icons. These icons are All-Star players, past or present, and your player will embody a similar skill set to the one you choose. So, to get the most pleasure from the slasher style of play, which of these three icons should you go for? Once you have
chosen your gender (we use male height and weight to keep it simple) and slasher as your style of play, three icon options are presented: Beast Mode – which emulates Russell Westbrook – The Answer – which emulates Allen Iverson – and Spark – which emulates Candace Parker.Best Slasher IconBeast Mode Beast
Mode's specialized icon skill is dunking, which can reach 85, and he or she will be able to increase his 3-point shot, free throw, dunk, bounced, steal, steal speed and stamina. You will also be granted a temporary speed boost and an increased ability to finish at the edge of a change of possession. The Beast Mode
player maxes out like an incredibly explosive guard who is elite in transition, can do outside shots, and can run all day. The AnswerThe answer specialized icon skill is steal, and can receive skill boosts on 3-point shooting, inside shooting, free throws, dunks, on-ball defense, speed and endurance. When he or she scores,
you earn yourself an improved ability to beat defenders off the dribble, make step backs, and finish inside. This player can become a fast guard, who can score in different ways, and is a risk-taking defender. Spark Spark's specialized icon skill is the shot block, and can earn increases on 3-point shooting, inside shooting,
free throws, shooting off-dribble, passing, stamina and strength. When you stop at the edge with this player, you will get better at blowing off defenders as well as nailing mid-range shots. This player at best is a threat both inside and outside, able to score from almost anywhere, and a capable defender. Although all of
these are great icons - Slasher is one of the best archetypes in the game - the best of them is Beast Mode. The ability to be so dangerous in an added element of excitement to the game, and with a specialized icon of dunking, you can create some seriously funny highlights. You may not be racking up assist numbers like
Russell Westbrook, but you can certainly move around the field and take it to the rack as he can. Best Slasher BuildFor Beast Mode, ideally you want a bit of size and strength, as a big part of the finishing that you do will be inside. At the same time, you need to maintain your speed - the basis of this player's game - and
a player measuring in at 187cm and 89kg is a great way to balance these two needs. A Beast Mode slasher of this size will have speed and endurance of 84, a solid vertical of 77, and good strength of 73. To summarize: for a slasher, the best icon choice and build for your player is a 187cm, 89kg Beast Mode player.
This guy can use his fixed frame to finish through traffic, while being able to move as fast as most players in the game. The speed increase granted to this player on possession changes means you get lots of transition opportunities, and with such a strong dunking ability, you can really capitalize on them. NBA Live 21:
No show at EA Play, Release date, PS5, trailer, cover star, graphics, rosters, Ultimate Team, Career Mode, Xbox Series X, Next-Gen &amp; more Type of basketball player A slasher is a basketball player who drives primarily (slashes) to the basketball when on offense. They are usually a guard, but can also be a
forward. A slasher is a fast and athletic player who tries to get close to the basket for a layup, dunk or teardrop shot. This style of high-percentage two-point play is commonly referred to as slashing. Slashers usually take more free throw shots than other players because of the increased amount of contact made on them
as they constantly and aggressively run toward the basket. Many different types of slashers get extra free throws by drawing fouls, which deliberately cause contact with a defending player. They can spend many hours working on increasing their free-throw percentage. [1] Many players who start out as slashers typically
develop their game (especially their jump shots), as age and injuries occur, which can prevent them from being as effective as a slasher (for example, Michael Jordan and Kobe Bryant both developed a fadeaway jump shot as they got older). [2] Examples of slashers Giannis Antetokounmpo Elgin Baylor Kobe Bryant
Jimmy Butler Vince Carter DeMar DeRozan Goran Dragic Kevin Durant Monta Julius Ellis Erving Paul George George Gervin Kawhi Leonard Manu Ginóbili Richard Hamilton James Harden Penny Hardaway Kyrie Irving Allen Iverson LeBron James Eddie Johnson Magic Johnson Michael Jordan Kyle Lowry John Lucas
Brandon Roy Pete Maravich Tracy Mcgrady Earl Monroe Calvin Murphy Victor Oladipo Tony Parker Scottie Pippen Rajon Rondo Derrick Rose Ben Simmons Dwyane Wade John Wall Russell Westbrook Dominique Wilkins Rick Barry Clyde Drexler Jaylen Brown Yes Morant Mitchell Referenser ^ ^ - What's a Slasher
Basketball Player? Accessed October 31, 2013 ^ Brown, Hubbie. NBA.com - Hubie Brown at Jordan, Accessed October 31, 2013 Retrieved from
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